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1.

INTRODUCTION
Costin Roe Consulting Pty Ltd has been commissioned by Altis Property Partners to undertake an
overland flow assessment to accompany a planning application submission to amend the State
Environmental Planning Policy (Western Sydney Employment Area) 2009 and rezone land IN1
General Industrial. Altis Property Partners are the Developer of 585-649 Mamre Road, Orchard
Hills (Lot 2171 DP 1153854), a 48.35 hectare parcel of land (“Site”) within what is known as the
Mamre West Precinct (“Study Area”).
The Study Area has been identified by Penrith City Council in their Updated South Creek Flood
Study (rp6033rg_crt150128-Updated South Creek Flood Study (FINAL – Volume 1)), as being
affected by overland flow associated with the adjacent South Creek. This report will be referred to
as the South Creek Study from hereon.
Consultation with Penrith City Council has been undertaken to confirm the flood planning
requirements for the rezoning. Meetings were held with the respective stakeholders, including the
developer, Costin Roe (Civil Engineers), Hansen Yuncken (Project Manager), Department of
Planning & Environment, council engineers and council planners, on 24 November 2014, 4 August
2015 and 24 August 2015, at Penrith City Council. During these meetings the scope of the
development and the requirements for the required overland flow assessment, as it relates to the
proposed rezoning, were discussed.
The scope and primary objectives of the overland flow assessment, as agreed with Council, are as
follows:







Determine the 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) Flood design flow generated by the
contributing external catchment. Hydrology would be based on the flows completed in the
South Creek Flood Study;
Assess the pre-development overland flow path through the development site for a range of
storms including the 1% AEP event;
Assess the post-development overland flow path through the development site for the 100-year
ARI event so that potential impacts on the development can be assessed and mitigated; and
Confirm the flood planning level for the development and the hazard category in accordance
with the adopted policy of the consent authority; and
Confirmation of the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) storm event (post construction) and
discussion on flood evacuation from the development during a PMF event.

The modelling was to be undertaken in two stages, broadly speaking, as follows:
Stage 1 – Model Build and Validation







Build of a 2D hydrodynamic flood model of South Creek in the vicinity of the proposed
development area for the existing scenario;
Modelling will be performed using the TUFLOW modelling engine with the main creek channel
and overbank areas being modelled in 2D;
Modelling of 5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5% AEP storms for the existing site with validation being
completed against the modelling produced in the Council Flood Study;
The Digital Terrain Model (DTM) used in the modelling will be based on a combination of
detailed ground survey completed during later 2014, mid-2015 and LIDAR information;
Reporting of Stage 1 modelling to be provided to Penrith City Council for a peer review to be
undertaken by Worley Parsons, who compiled the South Creek Flood Study; and
Reporting and modelling to be utilised in the Stage 2 Scenario Testing described below
following peer review of the Stage 1 model results.

Stage 2 – Scenario Testing

Scenario testing of pre and post construction configurations utilising the model build as defined
in the Stage 1 report;

Scenario testing will be undertaken for the range of AEP events defined in Stage 1 Report;

Scenario testing is to include differences in flood levels, velocity and general hydraulics; and

The scenario testing will be undertaken for the development of the The Site (48.5 Ha).
This report has been produced to present the Stage 1 component of the modelling. The report
provides a summary of the modelling methodology, model parameters and model results for the
existing conditions. The Stage 1 model is compiled to enable scenario testing to confirm the effect
of development on the land within the study area. The Stage 1 TUFLOW model has not been
produced to replicate the South Creek RMA model but has been completed and validated to be
suitable for use in scenario testing of the effect of development on flooding.
The development site has been considered in the context of the Study Area (Mamre West Precinct)
being proposed for rezoning in the State Environmental Planning Policy (Western Sydney
Employment Area) 2009 and forming part of Precinct 11 “Broader Western Sydney Employment
Area”.
The information provided in this Report is intended to inform the relevant stakeholders including the
landowner, surrounding property owners, council officers, planners and the property developer of the
opportunities and constraints associated with the development in relation to overland flow and
flooding within South Creek. The report will form part of a Precinct Planning Package to be
exhibited and considered by the Department of Planning & Environment to inform them on the
rezoning of the Study Area.
The Department of Planning and Environment are the consent authority for the rezoning in the State
Environmental Planning Policy (Western Sydney Employment Area) 2009 and Penrith City Council
are a key authority to be consulted; as such the guidelines for flood liable lands, as stipulated in
Section C3.5 of Penrith City Council Development Control Plan 2014, apply. The planning
application will be made through the NSW Department of Planning and Environment with Penrith
City Council as a major stakeholder.
The current revision (Revision C) of this report contains updated modelling output to address the
comments and suggestions contained in the peer review undertaken by Worley Parsons based on
Revision A of this report (dated 22 September 2015). The peer review is included in a report by
Worley Parsons, Overland Flow Report Stage 1, Mamre West Precinct, Orchard Hills, NSW, Peer
Review, dated 27 October 2015. Reference to Section 8 of this report should be made for
clarification of how the Peer Review recommendations have been addressed.
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2.

DEVELOPMENT SITE
2.1. Site Description and Study Area
Mamre West Precinct (Study Area) is approximately 193ha with the subject site (Lot 2171,
585-649 Mamre Road) approximately 48ha, located on the western side of Mamre Road in the
suburb of Orchard Hills as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Locality Plan of ‘The Site’ and Study Area
Lot 2171 (hereby referred to as ‘Site’) is approximately 48Ha in area and generally rectangular
in shape. The study area also comprises the properties which surround Mandalong Close on
the northern side of the Site as represented by the dashed yellow perimeter in Figure 2.1.
The Site is bounded by rural residential development to the north, Mamre Road on the east,
rural land to the south and rural land to the west. South Creek is located some 300m to the
west of the development site boundary and a large diameter pipeline owned by Sydney Water
is present on the southern boundary of the development site.
The land on the Eastern side of Mamre Road comprises industrial development known as the
Erskine Park Employment Area.
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Access to the site can be made via Mamre Road.
The land use on the site is currently rural residential. No formal drainage systems or
development is present on the land. Review of the survey information shows that the land falls
from the south and south-east to the west and north-west of the site. The grades over the site
are low and in the order of 0.25% (1 in 400) to 0.5% (1 in 200). The highest level on the site,
at RL 39.0m AHD, is located at the south-east corner of the site and the lowest level is RL
31.5m AHD at the north-west corner. The low point coincides with a natural low point or
gully in the land which currently acts as overland flow path.
2.2. Proposed Development
The proposed development on the Site is for a subdivision of the land, infrastructure works and
bulk earthworks and the construction of warehouse and logistics facilities to the Stage 1
Development.
The layout of the development will be confirmed as design progresses. The indicative masterplanning for the site incorporates an access road which bisects the site and provides access to
development lots within the site. Large development lots will flank either side of the access
road. Development lots will vary in size, typically in the order of 2.5 Ha to 8 Ha. The final
layout will be subject to market demands, access location from Mamre Road and the preferred
architectural layout. Development lots will be sympathetic to the topography of the land and
allowing for the minimum 500mm freeboard to the 1% AEP flood level of South Creek.
Access to all lots would be made via the new access road which intersects with Mamre Road.
The new access road and associated intersection will be constructed to Penrith City Council
requirements and ownership transferred to Penrith City Council.
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3.

STUDY METHODOLOGY & PLANNING OBJECTIVES
3.1. Study Methodology
The objectives of the Flood Study are to:


Identify relevant flood-related data by searching all relevant data sources;



Determine the likely extent and nature of flooding and identify potential hydraulic controls
by carrying detailed site visits of the study area;



Define existing catchment condition flood behaviours for mainstream flooding in the
catchment with due consideration to upstream and downstream controls on the South
Creek channel;



Define design flood levels, velocities and flow distributions for the catchment.



Define the extent of flooding for the 1% and 5% AEP floods and PMF for the catchment;



Define differences in flood regime as it relates to the proposed development and upstream
and downstream properties;



Define Flood Planning Levels for the flood-affected areas; and



Confirm flood planning requires for the development.

A numerical modelling tool was developed:


A hydraulic model to convert runoff hydrographs into water levels and velocities
throughout the study area. The model simulates the hydraulic behaviour of the water
within the study area by accounting for flow in the major channels as well as the potential
for overland flow paths, which develop when the capacity of the channel is exceeded. It
relies on boundary conditions which include the runoff hydrographs and appropriate
downstream boundary level.

Section 4 of the report discusses the content and source of relevant data which has been
utilised in the study. This section describes relevant flood studies and available historical
information and also provides details of the survey used to establish the DTM used in the
analysis.
Section 5 discusses the catchment characteristics the hydrological information used in the
study.
Section 6 discusses the development of the hydraulic model including establishment of the
DTM, boundary conditions, validation, sensitivity analysis and subsequent use for design
rainfall events and development scenarios.
Section 7 provides the results of the design flood estimation for the catchment. Section 9
summarises the results of the assessment and provides discussion on the various aspects of the
results while Section 9 provides concluding remarks to the overall study.
A number of figures are included to illustrate the study results.
3.2. Floodplain Management Considerations
1.1.1 Flood Planning Level
The introduction of a Flood Planning Level (FPL) is an important flood risk management
measure. FPLs are derived from a combination of a designated flood event, which can either be
a historic flood or a design flood of a certain recurrence interval, plus a nominated freeboard
depth.
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The Floodplain Development Manual, 2005 recommends that the FPL generally be based on
the 100-year ARI event. It suggests that, whilst this event can be varied, it should only be done
in exceptional circumstances. It is considered appropriate to adopt the 100-year ARI event for
the proposed development.
The freeboard component of an FPL is the difference between the flood level that the level is
based upon and the FPL itself. Freeboard is designed to provide reasonable certainty that the
reduced risk exposure provided by the chosen FPL is warranted, taking into account factors
such as:


Uncertainties in the estimate of flood levels;



Differences in water levels across the floodplain;



Wave action resulting from wind and vehicular/marine traffic during the flood event;



Changes in rainfall patterns due to climate change;



The cumulative effect of subsequent infill development on existing zoned land.

The Floodplain Development Manual recommends a freeboard of 0.5m for most new industrial
developments and it is considered appropriate that this recommended freeboard be for adopted
for the proposed development.
1.1.2 Hydraulic and Hazard Categorisation
Floodwaters can vary significantly, both in time and place across the floodplain. They can flow
fast and deep at some locations and slow and shallow at other locations. This can result in large
variations to the personal danger and physical property damage resulting from the flood.
The Floodplain Development Manual recognises three hydraulic categories of flood prone
land, these being floodway, flood storage and flood fringe. These are then further separated
into two hazard categories, high hazard and low hazard.
Floodways
Floodways are those areas where a significant volume of water flows during floods and are
often aligned with natural channels. They are areas that, even if only partially blocked,
would cause a significant redistribution of flood flow, which could adversely affect other
areas. They can also be areas with deeper and higher velocity flow.
Flood Storage
Flood storage areas are the parts of the floodplain that provide temporary storage for
floodwaters during the passage of a flood. If a reduction in the flood storage area is
experienced due to the filling of land or construction of a levee bank, it can result in adverse
effects on the flood levels and peak flow rates in other areas.
Flood Fringe
Flood fringe areas are the remaining area of land affected by flooding. The development of
flood fringe land does not generally have any major impact on the pattern of flood flows
and/or levels.
The preparation of a flood study is almost always required in the determination of hydraulic
categories. This is so that peak depths, velocities and the extent of flooding can be
determined across the catchment.
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Hazard Categories
Flood hazard categories are broken down into high and low hazard for each hydraulic
category. High hazard areas are defined as those where there is a possible danger to
personal safety and the potential for significant structural damage. Able-bodied adults
would have difficulty in wading to safety. With low hazard areas, should it be necessary, a
truck could evacuate people and their possessions, and able-bodied adults would have little
difficulty in wading to safety.
1.1.3 Flood Damages
Damage caused by floods is generally categorised as either tangible or intangible. Tangible
damages are financial in nature and can be readily measured in monetary terms. They include
direct damages such as damage or loss caused by floodwaters wetting goods and property, and
indirect damages such as lost wages incurred during cleanup periods after the flood event.
Intangible damage includes emotional stress and even mental and physical illness caused by
the flood. It is difficult, if not impossible to quantify intangible damages in financial terms.
From a flood planning perspective, it is important to consider the following direct damage
categories:


Contents Damage – refers to damage to the contents of buildings, including carpets and
furniture etc.;



Structural Damage – refers to damage to the structural fabric of buildings, such as
foundations, walls floors, windows, and built-in fittings; and



External Damage – includes damage to all items external to buildings, including cars,
landscaping etc.

As there is no way to prevent a flood from occurring, and it is unrealistic to exclude all
development within flood-prone areas, the intent of establishing a FPL is to minimise the risk
of direct damage when a flood occurs. By minimising the direct damage, there is a carry-on
effect, whereby other associated indirect tangible damages and intangible damages are also
minimised.
1.1.4 Emergency Response Planning
Flood planning refers to the preparation of a formal community-based plan of action to deal
with the threat, onset and aftermath of flooding. It involves planning for an event equal to, or
greater than the event used to derive the FPL.
The plan of action should include an on-site response plan that addresses what measures should
be undertaken once the threat of a flood is determined to be imminent. A flood evacuation
strategy should also be included so that all residents are familiar with what to do if a flood
occurs.
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4.

REVIEW OF AVAILABLE DATA
Data has been obtained from a number of sources and includes information required for input to the
numerical models, together with information required for validation of model results and the
adequate representation and presentation of those results.
4.1. Survey
Survey is required to define the physical attributes of the floodplain topography including the
creek cross sections and the associated floodplain levels.
The survey has been compiled based on a 5m LiDAR grid, combined with on-ground survey
completed during November 2014 and July 2015. The on-ground survey information was
completed in and around the creek to properly define the south creek cross section and features.
This included definition of top and base of the creek bank and locally around overbanks areas.
This survey was used as the basis for the digital terrain model (DTM) used in the hydraulic
modelling of the creek.
4.2. South Creek Flood Study
The Updated South Creek Flood Study, Worley Parsons, 30 January 2015, was obtained from
Council for use in the study. Council has also made available a digital version of the model
results including GIS output of the DTM used in their modelling, flood surface results, flood
depth results, hydrology and model build information. This report is referenced from hereon as
The South Creek Study.
The South Creek Study is a regional study commissioned by Penrith Council in-conjunction
with Blacktown and Fairfield Councils. The study includes South Creek and associated
tributaries, defining flood planning levels and hydraulic hazard zones along the creek and creek
floodplain areas.
The South Creek Study includes hydrology and modelling of the 5% AEP event to the 0.5%
AEP event and also the PMF event. The study shows the subject site approximately midway
along the South Creek tributary and is affected by flooding during the 1% AEP event and also
the 5% AEP event. The overbank flooding from South Creek extends partially within the
property, comprising low hazard zones and a small area of high hazard.
The flood depths and flood surface levels predicted in the South Creek Study are nominated
(Section 5.7: Estimated RMA-2 Model Accuracy) as being accurate to +/-200mm.
The South Creek has been used in the validation process for the TUFLOW modelling
completed by Costin Roe Consulting. This validation process is discussed in more detail in
following sections.
4.3. One-Dimensional Hec-Ras Modelling
A conservative 1-dimensional HEC_RAS hydraulic model was developed by Costin Roe
Consulting in November 2014. This modelling was completed with the purpose of performing
a suitable level of analysis to enable an understanding of the effect of the development on the
existing flood scenario. This was used to assist in the master-planning of the development and
for use in initial discussions with Penrith City Council held in November 2014.
The HEC-RAS model was produced with the following parameters:
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Q100 ARI flow of 1020m3;
Detail survey information produced by Boxall Surveyors, completed during November
2014, based on traditional and aerial laser drone survey techniques;
Manning’s roughness (n) of 0.06 for the main channel and 0.04 for overbank areas;
Cross sections at 50m centres;
Upstream and downstream control based on normal conditions and a longitudinal slope of
0.005; and
The developed scenario has been simulated by placing blockage through the developed
portion of the site. No development has been modelled within the high hazard/ floodway
zone as defined in the Council Flood Study.

The results of the HEC-RAS modelling for the Q100 ARI storm for pre and post development
scenario are as follows:






Water surface levels and flood extent for the pre-developed scenario generally agree with
the 2D modelling completed in the Council Flood Report. Some differences in water
surface level are noted however this is considered to be within the limitations of the
modelling methods utilised;
Change in water surface level between the pre and post development scenario is 50mm
maximum and generally less than 30-40mm;
Change in water surface level is confined to the bounds of the development site along
South Creek; and
Flood immunity to surrounding properties is not significantly affected.

Full details of the HEC-RAS modelling have been provided in Enclosure 5.
The HEC-RAS modelling was presented to Penrith City Council officers during a meeting on
19 November 2014. Mr Leo Chow, Councils catchment engineer, agreed that the results of the
preliminary modelling would be acceptable in terms of filling of the flood storage and flood
fringe areas and meeting the requirements of council policy. Council also confirmed that
development within high hazard flood zones would not be acceptable and that the proposed
layout which excludes this zone from development meets this requirement.
At this meeting it was confirmed that Council would require a 2D hydraulic analysis
(TUFLOW or similar) to be undertaken as part of project development application
documentation.
The proposed earthworks levels are to be set allowing for a minimum freeboard of 500mm to
the Q100 ARI flood.
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5.

CATCHMENT INVESTIGATION & HYDROLOGY
5.1. Contributing Catchment Definition
The property is located approximately midway along the South Creek immediately
downstream of the confluence of South Creek with Cosgrove Creek.
The contributing upstream catchment associated with South Creek is approximately 22,000 Ha
(220km2) with a mainstream length of 25 kM. The catchment generally comprises rural land
which is interspersed with residential and industrial areas.
The smaller catchment associated with Cosgrove Creek is approximately 10% of the size of the
larger South Creek catchment. The Cosgrove Creek catchment has an area of 2,150 Ha and a
mainstream length of 9 kM. This catchment is also primarily rural residential land comprising
large tracts of pervious areas.

Figure 5.1. Contributing Catchments (Source: South Creek Study)
5.2. Hydrological Assessment of Existing Catchment
It was necessary to first assess the peak stormwater flow and flow hydrograph generated within
the catchment, prior to estimating the levels required to traverse the subject site.
The hydrology for the TUFLOW modelling was based on the contributing catchments and
peak flows described in the South Creek Study. Table H1 defines the 1% AEP flow of
1020m3/s immediately downstream of the Sydney Water Supply Pipelines, a location which
coincides with the southern extent of the study area. Table H1 also defines the 1% AEP peak
flow upstream of the pipeline, at 1020m3/s. Table H7 defines the Cosgrove Creek 1% AEP
peak flow at 90m3/s.
In order to undertake the TUFLOW modelling, the flood hydrograph for the different flood
events were required to be confirmed. Utilising the peak flow defined in The South Creek
Study, a basic two node rafts model was setup to establish the hydrographs for use in the
TUFLOW model, these were further refined using the recommendations and peak flow values
contained in the Worley Parsons Peer Review . Rainfall intensities and temporal patterns were
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derived from the Bureau of Meteorology online IFD tool and Australian Rainfall and Runoff
(1987).
The assessment resulted in the following flood hydrograph’s of the 1% AEP and 5% AEP,
Figures 5.2 and Figures 5.3, for Cosgrave Creek and South Creek being defined and used in
the TUFLOW modelling. The combined peak flows are consistent with those contained in the
Worley Parsons Peer Review. Hydrographs relating to the 5% AEP, 0.5% AEP and PMF
storms are included in Appendix C.
Flow boundary locations were limited to the South Creek and Cosgrove Creeks channel. This
is consistent with the South Creek Study which does not include any other flow entry points
within the study area. We note that there are two flow entry points within the study extent
from industrial areas to the east of Mamre Road which were not included to maintain
consistency with the South Creek Study. The flows from these comparatively small
catchments is a minor component of the overall hydrology of South Creek and inclusion is not
expected to affect the flood results to any discernible degree.
We confirm the peak flow of 1020m3/s for the 1% AEP and 735m3/s for the 5% AEP storm
matches that contained in Table 2 of the Worley Parson Peer Review Report. This peak flow
occurs at 22 hours for both storms.
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Figure 5.2 South Creek and Cosgrove Creek 1% AEP Hydrographs
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Figure 5.3 South Creek and Cosgrove Creek 5% AEP Hydrographs
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6.

HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT
6.1. Extent and Topography
Hydraulic modelling for this study was undertaken using the TUFLOW engine via the
XPStorm-2D Software Platform. The modelled system is based on a 2D approach for the
existing cases. The DTM was developed based on LiDAR data and ground survey as discussed
in Section 4 of this report.
The water levels and flows are resolved on a rectangular grid covering the area of interest. The
TUFLOW model was set up with a 7m grid cell size, which is an appropriately small cell size
to define overland flow behaviour, and more importantly, the difference in the behaviour
between two modelled scenarios, through the area of interest.
The model extent is shown in Figure 6.1. Modelling has been completed along South Creek,
beginning approximately 100m upstream of the Sydney Water Supply pipes and extending
approximately 1100m to the north of the Mandalong Close Rural Residential Area.
The model extent has been chosen to encompass the study area, including the 48 Ha Industrial
Site and extended development area through the existing rural residential area around
Mandalong Close.
6.2. Boundary Conditions
Inflow Boundaries
Design inflow hydrographs of upstream boundaries of Cosgrove Creek and South Creek have
been included in the locations noted in Figure 6.1. These are located approximately 400m
upstream of the property boundary and inflows were based on hydrology as discussed in
Section 5 of this report.
A sensitivity analysis was performed to ensure that the upstream boundary was located
sufficiently upstream of the property to ensure the extent of predicted impacts from the
development would be covered. This was undertaken during both Stage 1 modelling
(presented in this report) and Stage 2 modelling (presented in future report).
Modelling was performed with inflow hydrographs at the modelled boundary location, 400m
from the property boundary, and located 2500m upstream from the property boundary
(approximately twice the length of the maximum flow width observed). Model output for the
1% AEP event was compared between the two input boundary locations with flood surface
level and velocity output being assessed. It should be acknowledged that a coarser grid size
and TIN surface was used in the sensitivity modelling to account for the large data set – this
has been shown to provide results reasonably consistent with the data provided in the Phase 1
and Phase 2 modelling.
With reference to the output contained in Appendix E of this report, the sensitivity analysis
found that a negligible difference is seen between predicted water surface levels at the peak of
the 1% AEP event. Differences in water surface levels in the order of 10mm were seen with
the model output for the boundary located 2500m upstream of the study area generating lower
flood surface levels than those at 400m from the study area.
Velocity differences were also assessed as part of the sensitivity analysis. Velocity differences
were seen to occur locally around the inflow boundaries locations only, with no velocity
differences noted within the study area.
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The sensitivity analysis shows that the proposed location of the upstream boundary is located at
a distance sufficiently upstream for Stage 2 Scenario Testing to be undertaken.
Downstream Water Level Boundaries
The model extent has been continued for a distance of approximately 1100m downstream of
the study area to a point downstream of Luddenham Road crosses South Creek. The
downstream water level boundary has been modelled using the boundary control levels
recommend in the Worley Parsons Peer Review. The modelled downstream boundary levels
are provided in the Table 6.1.

AEP (%)

Downstream Boundary Level (m)

5

29.2

1

29.75

0.5

30.0

PMF

31.8

Table 6.1. Downstream Boundary Water Surface Levels
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LUDDENHAM ROAD

MODEL EXTENT
BOUNDARY

STUDY AREA

UPSTREAM BOUNDARY/
INFLOW HYDROGRAPH
LOCATION (400m U.S. OF
PROPERTY)

Figure 6.1. Model Extent and Model Boundary Locations
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6.3. Channel and Floodplain Roughness
Roughness values adopted in the model are contained in Table 6.2 below. These are generally
consistent with those included in the Table 17 of the South Creek Study, except where adjusted
to ensure validation of model results and achieving consistency with the results of the South
Creek Study.
Table 6.2. Adopted TUFLOW Element Roughness Values
Model
Element

Description

Roughness
Parameter Value
(South Creek Study)

Roughness
Parameter Value
(TUFLOW Study)

1

Moderately vegetated creek channel

0.10

0.08

2

Heavily vegetated creek channel

0.12

0.12

3

Grassed floodplain and sparse trees

0.05

0.05

4

Floodplain with moderate coverage of trees

0.08

0.08

5

Floodplain with dense trees

0.12

0.12

6

Urban Floodplain

0.04

0.04

7

Industrial Development

0.09

0.09

8

Roadways

0.015

0.015

9

Sydney Water Pipeline

NA

0.08

A figurative representation of where the above roughness values have been applied can be
found in Appendix F.
6.4. Representation of Buildings and Hydraulic Structures
Structures modelled are consistent with those included in the South Creek Study.
Buildings within the extent of flooding are small, isolated residential dwellings. These
dwellings provide a small footprint when compared to the overall flood plain and are were not
included in the model as obstructions.
The South Creek Study did not include structures associated with the Sydney Water Supply
Pipes located to the south of the subject land. The South Creek Study did not include the
bridge structure associated with crossing at Luddenham Road. As recommended in the Worley
Parsons Peer Review we have now included the Sydney Water Pipeline in the model as a
hydraulic constraint. This constraint has been modelled with a high Manning’s roughness
value consistent with that of a floodplain with moderate tree coverage. No other major
hydraulic structures are present within the limits of the modelling and no other structures have
been included.
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6.5. Model Validation
Model validation has been completed by comparing results of the TUFLOW modelling against
the results contained in the South Creek Flood Study and adjusting as required to achieve good
agreement between the two models. The process for the validation was as follows:







Compare DTM’s;
Establish hydrology, peak flows and hydrograph for modelled events;
Establish TUFLOW Model using defined parameters;
Compare results of TUFLOW modelling with South Creek Study including flood depths,
flood levels (taking into account the differences in DTM’s), flood extents and hydraulics.
The comparison is made at the peak of the predicted parameters;
Adjust roughness factors to align TUFLOW flood depths and to within 100mm of South
Creek Study Results.

Comparison of the DTM’s show the surfaces generally agree however differences of 100mm
and up to 150mm can be seen around the flood plain area. Larger differences in the DTM’s
can be seen to occur in and around the South Creek channel and creek banks. In some
instances the creek banks are wider and do not align. This is likely due to the accuracy of
ground survey and also the timing of the survey information. Changes to the creek banks
resulting from flood events would be expected to affect the geometry of the creek banks.
Reference to Appendix D shows a comparison between the two DTM’s.
Hydrology and peak flows were established as described in Section 5 of this report. The
hydrological information used in the TUFLOW model is consistent with those of the South
Creek Study.
A number of trial models and iterations of the TUFLOW model were performed. Adjustment
of roughness parameters were used to align the flood depths with those compiled in the South
Creek Study. As there are differences in DTM’s used in the TUFLOW and South Creek Study,
flood depths were used for the comparison and adjustment of TUFLOW model parameters
rather than flood heights. This provides a more transparent comparison between the two model
results.
The comparison of the flood depth results shows good alignment of those produced in the
TUFLOW model when compared with those of the South Creek Study. Flow depths were seen
to have a difference less than 100mm and generally in the order of 50-100mm through the
overbank/ floodplain areas. Higher differences can be seen in and around the main channel,
particularly where ground survey has been undertaken. The predicted flood extent is consistent
between the two models for the different flood events modelled.
Given the differences in modelling techniques, parameters, predicted model accuracy (+/200mm) and model components these differences are considered acceptable for the base model
and for continuation of the Stage 2 Scenario Modelling.
The comparison between the modelled results can be seen in Appendix B for the 1% AEP and
5% AEP flood events. Comparison of flood results at five key locations can also be observed in
Table 7.1. Flood depths differences at these key locations can all be seen to be within the
predicted flood accuracy of 0.2m.
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7.

FLOOD MODELLING RESULTS
The predicted peak flood levels, depth and velocities were extracted from the hydrodynamic
modelling and were used to generate water surface profiles, depth profiles and velocity profiles for
each of the design events.
The water surface profile for the 1% AEP event has been presented below in Figure 7.1. Reference
to Appendix A should be made for water surface profiles, flood depth estimates and velocity output
for the 5% AEP, 1% AEP, 0.5% AEP and PMF storm events.
Predicted 1% AEP flood levels and depths at key locations (defined in Figure 7.1) are also presented
in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.1. Predicted 1% AEP Peak Flood Level Profile
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No.

1
2
3
4
5

Ground
Level (m)
33.11
31.94
31.66
31.44
29.54

TUFLOW
Flood Depth
(m)
0.48
0.99
1.03
0.68
1.72

Flood
Level (m)
33.59
32.93
32.69
32.12
31.26

Ground
Level (m)
33.09
32.03
31.49
31.40
29.71

South Creek Study
Flood Depth
Flood
(m)
Level (m)
0.44
33.53
0.81
32.84
1.08
32.57
0.55
31.95
1.74
31.45

Table 7.1. Predicted 1% AEP Peak Flood Parameters at Key Locations
Table 7.1 shows the predicted flood depths and levels in five key locations through the study area.
The flood depths compare well with differences of 100mm or less at four of the five locations.
Location 3 has a higher difference of 200mm however this is considered within the accuracy of the
two models.
The predicted extent of flood inundation can be seen to extend across the floodplain for a
considerable distance from the main channel of South Creek. This can be seen to comprise high and
low hazard areas. The flood extent within The Site can be seen to be generally shallow and low
velocity. The exception to this is at the north-west corner of the site where, although low velocity is
present, depth of flow is in the order of 0.8-1.1m. This area has been categorised by Penrith Council
in the South Creek Study as being high hazard zone.
Flood planning levels for future development will be based on the 1% AEP flood levels plus
freeboard of 500mm, and any minor change in flood levels as a result of development, as defined in
Section 3 of Penrith Councils Water Management DCP.
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8.

PEER REVIEW
As discussed in earlier sections of the report, the current revision (Revision C) of this report contains
updated modelling output to address the comments and suggestions contained in the peer review
undertaken by Worley Parsons based our initial, Revision A, version of this report (dated 22
September 2015). The peer review assessment is contained in a report by Worley Parsons, Overland
Flow Report Stage 1, Mamre West Precinct, Orchard Hills, NSW, Peer Review, dated 27 October
2015. We provide the following discussion and confirmation of each of the items and
recommendations contained in Section 4. Overall Peer Review Findings of the peer review report.
Item
B1.a)

The downstream boundary levels are inappropriate and require review and update.
It is recommended that peak flood levels from the RMA-2 flood model be adopted to
ensure consistency. These peak flood levels are provided within Table 1.
Response
Modeling has been updated to include the recommended downstream flow
boundaries. Confirmation of the downstream boundary levels used has been
included in Section 6.2 of the report.

Item
B1.b)

The upstream boundary should be located a sufficient distance upstream to cover
the extent of predicted impacts from the proposed development. It is unclear if
sensitivity analysis has been undertaken to ensure the current set-up is satisfactory.
Response
A sensitivity analysis has been undertaken which confirms the upstream boundary,
located 400m from the property boundary, is sufficiently located far enough from
the property to enable appropriate scenario testing relating to the proposed
development.
Please refer to Section 6.2 and Appendix E of the report.

Item
B1.c)

The model extents should extend to cover the PMF flood extent.
Response
The completed model extent sufficiently covers the PMF event. The modeling
comparison shows good agreement of flood surface levels with the RMA-2
modeling. The PMF model extents allow for a suitable level of information to
enable emergency response planning for the development.

Item
B1.d)

Hydrology should be based on the flows from the RMA-2 model. The basic two-node
RAFTS model is not considered satisfactory for the definition of flows and has been
shown to predict lower flows for most design events (refer Table 2).
Response
Inflow hydrographs have been adjusted to match those recommended in Table 2 of
Worley Parsons Peer Review Report. Refer to Section 5.2 and Appendix C of the
report.

Item
B1.e)

Local tributaries should be incorporated into the TUFLOW model to ensure local
catchment flooding through the site is taken into consideration in the design of the
Precinct and during post-development modeling to be completed as Stage 2.
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Response
The local tributary from the upstream industrial catchment to the east of Mamre
Road will be diverted and re-routed around the property via an overland system as
part of the proposed infrastructure works for the development. Investigation and
design regarding this conveyance would be completed as part of infrastructure
works rather than part of the rezoning application.
The modeled arrangement is consistent with the agreed scope with council and
South Creek Study with the South Creek Study, and also that as part of the future
development, the diversion of the local tributary would made via a piped system
designed in future detail phases of the development.
The exclusion of the minor tributaries described above was discussed and agreed
between Mark Wilson from Costin Roe Consulting and Roy Golaszewski from
Worley Parsons on 3 November 2015.
Item
B1.f)

The Sydney Water supply pipeline should be incorporated into the TUFLOW model
given its close proximity to the site and its potential to impact on the proposed
development and modeling of post-development conditions.
Response
The Sydney Water Supply Pipe has been included as a hydraulic constraint. Please
refer to Sections 6.3, 6.4 and Appendix F of the report.

Item B2

The set-up of the existing condition model appears consistent with the available
topographic data. A figure showing the spatial variation in adopted land use types
should be incorporated within the Overland Flow Report.
Response
Please refer to Appendix D of the report for DTM comparison.

Item B3

The TUFLOW and RMA-2 results documented in the South Creek Flood Study
(Final, 2015) should be compared based on peak flood levels and not depths. Any
differences should be presented and discussed similar to Section 3.2.1 and Figure 3
to Figure 6.
Response
Model comparison results have been adjusted to show differences in flood surface
levels rather than flood depths. Please refer to Appendix B of the report.

Item B4

A preliminary comparison of the TUFLOW and RMA-2 results has shown that both
models are in general agreement (within 0.2 metres) across the extents of the
primary development area. Significant differences to however occur downstream of
the Precinct, which, may influence flood behavior upstream through the Precinct
for existing and post-development conditions.
Response
The differences in flood levels downstream of the precinct have been resolved with
the inclusion of the downstream boundary conditions recommended in the Peer
Review Report and confirmed in Section 6.2 of this report.
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A second peer review assessment was completed by Worley Parsons following completion of the
Phase 2 reporting. Some final comments on the Phase 1 were also included as part of the review
which was contained in Worley Parsons letter, Overland Flow Report Stage 2, Mamre West Precinct,
Orchard Hills, NSW, Peer Review, dated 15 January 2016. We provide the following discussion and
confirmation of each of the items and recommendations contained in Section 4. Overall Peer Review
Findings and Section 4.1 Updated Stage 1 Report of the peer review report.
Item F1

It is recommended that further sensitivity analysis be undertaken adopting an
upstream boundary that is located at least 2.5 km upstream of the site; i.e., at least
twice the maximum width of the floodplain through the Precinct. If the sensitivity
analysis shows no change to flow behavior (both increases and decreases in levels
and velocities) through the Precinct then we would be prepared to accept the
existing location of the upstream boundary..
Response
Further sensitivity modeling has been undertaken and has been included in the
report. The assessment shows that the modelled boundary condition provides
suitable model outcomes for the Phase 1 and 2 modelling assessments.
Please refer to Section 6.2 and Appendix H.

Item F2

The figures within Appendix B should be updated to include a figure title to indicate
which events are being compared. References to “flood depths” in the legend notes
should also be removed as comparisons are based on flood levels.
Response
Refer to updated figures in Appendix B.

Item F3

The “DTM Comparison” included in Appendix D should be updated to include an
appropriate legend and label that show how the DTMs are being compared (i.e.
which color corresponds to which DTM being higher).
Response
Refer to updated figure in Appendix D.
surface is higher than the RMA-2 surface.

Positive values mean the TUFLOW
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9.

CONCLUSION
This Overland Flow Report has been prepared in support of a development and rezoning of a parcel
of land at 585-649 Mamre Road, Orchard Hills.
The Site has been identified by Penrith City Council as being affected by overland flows associated
with South Creek. This report has been prepared in the Stage 1 modelling of the existing creek,
within the zone of the development. This modelling has been undertaken to confirm the suitability of
the model for future scenario relating to the development of the land and its effect on the flooding as
a result of development. The development site has been considered in the context of an extended
land area being proposed as the Subject Land for inclusion in the final structure plan for the Broader
Western Sydney Employment Area and subsequent rezoning as part of the State Environmental
Planning Policy (Western Sydney Employment Area) 2009 as appropriate.
A TUFLOW hydrodynamic flood model of South Creek was produced for the area surrounding the
development for the purpose of future scenario testing. The current report provides a summary of the
model build and results for the existing, pre-developed, condition over the land. The model has now
been reviewed by Penrith City Councils consultants, Worley Parsons, prior to the Stage 2 Scenario
Testing being undertaken.
The TUFLOW modelling included adjustment and validation using the South Creek Study. Results
of the TUFLOW modelling show acceptable comparison with those of the South Creek Study with
differences in flood depths of less than 100mm being achieved. Flood surface levels are also seen to
be within 100mm of those produced in the South Creek Study and similar hydraulic conditions were
also observed. The flood surface varies in level from RL 33.65m AHD at the upstream (south) end
of the development site, RL 32.75m AHD at the downstream end of the site (north/ Mandalong Close
Boundary) and RL 31.29m AHD at the downstream end of the Mandalong Close residential area.
We reiterate that the Stage 1 TUFLOW model has not been produced to replicate the South Creek
RMA model but has been completed and validated to be suitable for use in scenario testing of the
effect of development on flooding. The TUFLOW model is considered suitable for use in scenario
testing to determine the effect of development on flooding upstream and downstream of the
development site. We recommend the model is accepted for the ongoing scenario testing and look
forward to discussing the outcome of the Worley Parsons Peer Review.
The information provided in this Report is intended to inform the relevant stakeholders including the
surrounding property owners, Department of Planning and Environment, council engineers and
planners, and the property developer of the opportunities and constraints associated with the
development in relation to overland flow and flooding within South Creek.
Revision C of this report contains updated modelling output to address the comments and
suggestions contained in the peer review undertaken by Worley Parsons based our initial, Revision
A, report (dated 22 September 2015). The peer review assessment is contained in a report, Overland
Flow Report Stage 1, Mamre West Precinct, Orchard Hills, NSW, Peer Review, by Worley Parsons
dated 27 October 2015. The TUFLOW output has been reproduced based on the recommendations
of the Peer Review and a confirmation of each of the items and recommendations contained in the
Peer Review has been provided as Section 8 of this report.
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APPENDIX A

TUFLOW MODEL RESULTS
(Figures represent predicted values at the peak of each event)
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Figure A1 – 5% AEP Flood Depths
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Figure A2 – 5% AEP Flood Levels
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Figure A3 – 5% AEP Flood Velocity
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Figure A4 – 1% AEP Flood Depth
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Figure A5 – 1% AEP Flood Levels
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Figure A6 – 1% AEP Flood Velocity
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Figure A7 – 0.5% AEP Flood Depth
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Figure A8 – 0.5% AEP Flood Levels
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Figure A9 – 0.5% AEP Flood Velocity
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Figure A10 – PMF Flood Depth
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Figure A11 – PMF Flood Levels
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Figure A12 – PMF Flood Velocity
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APPENDIX B
TUFLOW AND RMA-2 MODEL COMPARISON
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Figure B1 – 5% AEP Peak Flood Level Comparison
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Figure B2 – 1% AEP Peak Flood Level Comparison
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APPENDIX C
INFLOW HYDROGRAPHS
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APPENDIX D
DTM COMPARISON
(positive value means TUFLOW surface is
higher than RMA-2 surface)
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APPENDIX E
UPSTREAM BOUNDARY SENSITIVITY RESULTS
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Figure E1 – 1% AEP Flood Surface Afflux (400m v. 2500m upstream boundary)
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Figure E2 – 1% AEP Velocity Afflux (400m v. 2500m upstream boundary)
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APPENDIX F
MANNINGS ROUGHNESS SURFACE AREAS
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APPENDIX G
UPSTREAM BOUNDARY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
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12 April 2016
Hansen Yuncken Pty Ltd
Attention: Mr Tim Ireson
Building 1, Level 3
73-85 O’Riordan Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW 2015
Dear Sir
Re:

Mamre West Precinct, Mamre Road, Orchard Hills
Sensitivity Analysis

Introduction
As requested we provide this letter relating to the upstream inflow boundary sensitivity
analysis associated with the Phase 1 and Phase 2 Overland Flow Assessments of South Creek
and the rezoning of the adjacent Mamre West Development Precinct.
The sensitivity analysis has been completed to address comments made by Worley Parsons in
their Overland Flow Report Stage 2 - Peer Review (The Peer Review) document dated 15
January 2016. The Peer Review requested a sensitivity analysis of the upstream boundary be
undertaken to confirm the adequacy of the modelled boundary location (taken 350m upstream
of the study area) when compared to an upstream boundary located 2500m upstream of the
study area. The requirements of the analysis were discussed with Mr Roy Golaszewski from
Worley Parsons by myself on Thursday 21 Jan 2016. It was agreed in this discussion that the
assessment would be provided as an addendum to the completed overland flow reports and
the existing boundary location would be accepted, given the sensitivity assessment confirmed
that there were no differences to flow behaviour through the site.
The letter also provides an update to the sensitivity assessment provided in our letter dated 15
February 2016, incorporating comments from Worley Parsons in their letter dated 11 March
2016 and meeting held between Penrith City Council, Worley Parsons, Costin Roe Consulting
and Hansen Yuncken on 23 March 2016.
Modelling Methodology
The sensitivity assessment was undertaken using the TUFLOW modelling engine. It should
be noted that some data input limitations within our modelling software which required
manipulation of the input data to enable a model to run. The differences are further discussed
in the below points and are due to the increased amount of data required over the extended
model domain between the 400m and 2500m inflow boundary locations. Given the minor
differences in the model input, the flood surface levels produced in the sensitivity analysis
will not provide a direct comparison to that produced in the Phase 1 and 2 Overland Flow
assessments. The level of accuracy of the model is however sufficient for the sensitivity
Co12042.00-09.ltr.docx:mw

modelling and to confirm that there will be no difference in flood behaviour between the
upstream inflow boundaries located at 400m and 2500m from the study area. The data
constraints were also discussed with Worley Parsons on 21 January 2016.
A summary of the model parameters is provided following:


Additional survey information was sourced from ALS mapping and a new digital terrain
model (DTM) produced. Due to the increased data set required for the extended model
area, some modifications to the original DTM were required to reduce the number of
points in the surface and enable the model to be run. This would marginally reduce the
accuracy of the surface however is suitable for the comparison between the two inflow
boundary models using the same DTM surface.



Surface roughness coefficients remain consistent with those contained in the Phase 1 and
2 assessments.



Peak flows and flow hydrographs remain consistent with the Phase 1 and 2 assessments.



TUFLOW mesh size was increased by 4m to ensure data limits are within the constraints
of the modelling software used in the modelling.



The pre-developed flood surface (1% AEP event) was produced with the inflow boundary
located 400m and 2500m upstream of the study area. This was then repeated for the post
developed conditions (noted Scenario C in our Phase 2 Model).



A comparison of the surfaces with different boundary conditions nominated above was
then made.

Results
Flood surface and velocity afflux maps have been produced for the 1% AEP event, taken at
the peak of the flow, for the pre and post development conditions. These afflux maps are
enclosed with this letter and have been produced to show surface differences with colour
degradations at 10mm intervals for changes greater than plus or minus 10mm.
We note that the disproportionate flood surface differences which were seen in the results
presented in our letter dated 15 February 2016 and during the meeting of 23 March 2016,
were a result of the TUFLOW grid mesh not aligning between the two modelled boundary
conditions. This misalignment provided disproportionate flood level afflux output to that
actually being modelled. The modelled grid has now been aligned and the output is more
representative of the expected afflux results discussed during the meeting dated 23 March
2016.
Refer enclosed drawings Co12042.00-FS01, FS02, FS05 and FS06.
Pre-developed Condition
The afflux mapping for the pre-developed scenario shows the following:


No flood surface differences are apparent in the flood plain adjacent to the
development or immediately downstream of the development;



Some minor changes (20mm) are seen around 150-200m upstream of the study
area and to the west of the South Creek mainstream channel;



Minor changes (up to 20mm) are seen at the north-west corner of the proposed
First Estate boundary, extending toward South Creek;



Surface level differences of 20-30mm can be seen around the mainstream channel
and to the west of the mainstream channel; and



Velocity differences are minor and generally confined to the flow boundary input
location.

The changes in flood surface level and velocities, overall can be seen to be small and
generally confined to the area immediately aligned with the inflow boundary location.
The differences noted would not affect the model outcome and scenario testing
completed
Post-developed Condition
The afflux mapping for the post-developed scenario shows the following:


Some minor changes (20mm) are seen around 150-200m upstream of the study
area;



Surface minor level differences of 20-30mm can be seen around the mainstream
channel and to the west of the mainstream channel and floodplain;



The afflux footprints for the pre and post development conditions compare well
with each other; and



Velocity differences are minor and generally confined to the flow boundary input
location

The changes in flood surface level and velocites, overall can be seen to be small, and
within model accuracy. The differences are also considered within the bounds
discussed during the meeting on 23 March 2016 and would not affect the model
outcome and scenario testing completed in the Phase 1 and 2 Overland Flow
assessments.
Pre and Post-developed Afflux Maps
As requested in the meeting of 23 March 2016, we have produced afflux modelling for
the pre and post developed scenarios for the 400m and 2500m inflow boundaries.
These are presented in drawings Co12042.00-FS03 and FS04. These afflux maps
show the following:


The afflux modelling with 400m upstream boundary location can be seen to be
consistent with the modelled results in Phase 2 reporting; and



The afflux modelling with 2500m upstream boundary location can be seen to have
a slightly reduced extent of flood level change and flood level difference. This
would suggest the modelled condition, at 400m would provide a more
conservative output during scenario testing than one located at 2500m from the
study area.

Conclusion
A sensitivity assessment has been completed, comparing model output for inflow boundaries
located 400m and 2500m upstream of the Study Area (Mamre West Precinct, Orchard Hills).
The assessment shows that flood surface afflux is negligible in the flood plain adjacent to the
study area and that that there were no differences to flow behaviour through the site. This has
been confirmed through comparisons between flood level, flow velocities and pre and post
development afflux scenario output. The modelled output is consistent with the bounds
discussed during the meeting of 23 March 2016.
We consider the location of the upstream inflow boundary (400m upstream of the study area)
as modelled in our Phase 1 and 2 Overland Flow assessments is appropriate and the sensitivity
analysis has confirmed this.
We trust this letter and enclosed information meet your current requirements. Please don’t
hesitate to contact the undersigned if you have any questions relating to the advice herein.

Yours faithfully,
COSTIN ROE CONSULTING PTY LTD

MARK WILSON MIEAust CPEng NER
Associate Director – Civil Engineering
Encl. Drawings Co12042.00-FS01 to FS06
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1. INTRODUCTION
An Overland Flow Report for the Mamre West Precinct was prepared by Costin Roe Consulting in
September 2015. The report titled ‘Overland Flow Report Stage 1, Proposed Development: Mamre
West Precinct Orchard Hills NSW’ (Version Rev A, 22nd September 2015) presents the findings of
detailed two-dimensional flood modelling completed using the TUFLOW software for existing
conditions and validation of the model to Penrith City Council’s (Council) existing regional RMA-2
model developed for the ‘Updated South Creek Flood Study’ (Final, 2015).
The study has been undertaken to support the planning application for 585-649 Mamre Road,
Orchard Hills (Lot 2171 DP 1153854) (“Site”) to amend the State Environmental Planning Policy
(Western Sydney Employment Area) 2009 and rezone land IN1 General Industrial. The following
study requirements were identified in consultation with Council:
 Determine the 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) Flood design flow generated by the
contributing external catchment. Hydrology would be based on the flows completed in the South
Creek Flood Study;
 Assess the pre-development overland flow path through the development site for a range of
storms including the 1% AEP event;
 Assess the post-development overland flow path through the development site for the 100-year
ARI event so that potential impacts on the development can be assessed and mitigated;
 Confirm the flood planning level for the development and the hazard category in accordance with
the adopted policy of the consent authority; and
 Confirmation of the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) storm event (post construction) and
discussion on flood evacuation from the development during a PMF event.
The modelling necessary to achieve the requirements of the study was proposed to be undertaken in
two stages. The Costin Roe Consulting Overland Flow Report (Rev A, 2015) presents the details of
the modelling for Stage 1 of the Study, comprising information on the TUFLOW model build, model
validation and results for existing flooding. The peer review of the model is part of Stage 1.
Following the peer review process for Stage 1, Stage 2 of the modelling is proposed to include the
scenario testing of post construction conditions (development impact assessment) with the reviewed
TUFLOW model. The TUFLOW modelling considered as part of this peer review is Model 19.09.15
Mamre Road (existing conditions) for the 5%, 1%, 0.5% AEP and PMF events.
WorleyParsons was engaged by Penrith City Council to complete the peer review of the Stage 1
TUFLOW model and the overland flow assessment prepared by Costin Roe Consulting. The
objective of WorleyParsons peer review is to assess the adequacy and appropriateness of the
TUFLOW model and Overland Flow Report (REV A, 2015), and in particular that:
(i)

the TUFLOW model has been validated reliably to Councils RMA-2 model; and

(ii)

the TUFLOW model is set-up correctly to complete the assessment of post-development
conditions.
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The review includes comparison to the flood modelling results generated as part of the ‘Updated
South Creek Flood Study’ (Final, 2015), prepared by WorleyParsons. The RMA-2 model (on which
the study is based) is adopted by Council for the definition of flood behaviour across the South
Creek floodplain and that of its tributaries.
The review also provides recommendations of what additional work, if any, may be required to
address any concerns or perceived inadequacies. This includes, but is not limited to, the model and
adopted modelling approach.
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2. COSTIN ROE CONSULTING MODELLING APPROACH
The results documented in the Overland Flow Report (REV A, 2015) are based on modelling
completed using the two dimensional (2D) finite difference modelling package TUFLOW. TUFLOW
is an industry accepted; commercially available software package highly suited to the investigation of
flood behaviour in complex flow scenarios. The model can simulate unsteady hydrodynamic flow in
two directions on a rectilinear grid as well as one dimensional unsteady hydrodynamic flow through
waterway structures such as culverts. The model is based on a robust finite difference solution
scheme able to compute both sub critical and supercritical flow regimes.
The following comments are based on WorleyParsons review of the information provided within the
Overland Flow Report (REV A, 2015). Further consideration is given to the digital data that had been
provided directly to WorleyParsons by Costin Roe Consulting including TUFLOW results (levels and
depths) and model topography files. The TUFLOW model version applicable to this review is Model
19.09.15 Mamre Road (existing conditions).
Our review of the modelling approach and set-up of the TUFLOW model reached the following
conclusions:
A1) WorleyParsons supports the use of the TUFLOW package for the assessment of flood
behaviour and impacts resulting from the Mamre West Precinct development.
A2) Costin Roe Consulting TUFLOW model extends approximately 1 km downstream of the site.
Sensitivity analysis should be undertaken on the downstream boundary to ensure that it is
located an appropriate distance downstream to not effect levels at the site.
A3) A fixed level downstream boundary has been applied to the TUFLOW model. The downstream
boundary levels vary with design event as follows:
 5% AEP – 24 mAHD;
 1% AEP – 26 mAHD;
 0.5% AEP – 24 mAHD; and
 PMF – 20 mAHD.
The boundaries are inconsistent with the design events. In addition, the PMF level is below
ground level. It is recommended that the boundary levels be revised.
Review of the 1% AEP flood surface profile indicates that the water levels are being artificially
lowered by the applied boundary condition. High velocities shown at the downstream boundary
in Figures A6, A9 and A12 of the Overland Flow Report (REV A, 2015) support this. In addition,
the inappropriate tailwater levels are producing null flood levels in the flood surfaces and
inconsistencies between the flood events.
A4) It is recommended that the downstream boundary condition be modified to adopt peak flood
levels extracted directly from the South Creek Flood Study (2015). The Flood Study modelling
indicates that flood levels are influenced by backwater effects at the location of the TUFLOW
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boundary location due to the insufficient capacity of the Western Motorway (M4) bridge
crossing. Peak flood levels extracted from the RMA-2 modelling are provided in Table 1 at the
downstream boundary location.
Table 1 Comparison of flood levels at downstream boundary of the TUFLOW model
AVERAGE EXCEEDANCE
PROBABILITY
(%)

FLOOD LEVEL (mAHD)
Stage 1 TUFLOW Model ^

RMA-2 Flood Study Model ^^

Difference (m)

5

24

29.2

- 5.2

1

26

29.75

- 3.75

0.5

24

30.0

- 6.0

PMF

20

31.8

- 11.8

^

Flood level adopted as a fixed level boundary condition

^^

Flood level extracted from RMA-2 flood study modelling at the TUFLOW downstream boundary location

A5) The upstream boundary in the TUFLOW model is located approximately 300 metres upstream
of the site. It is not clear whether the upstream boundary was assessed to ensure it is situated
an adequate distance upstream of the site to include the possible extents of impact from the
development to be assessed as part of Stage 2. This boundary may need to be extended to
allow the model to reliably simulate the extent of any upstream impacts.
A6) The range of Manning’s n roughness values adopted within the TUFLOW model are within the
expected range of values and are generally consistent with those adopted within the RMA-2
model. It is noted that materials were adjusted by 0.02 for creek (0.10 to 0.08) as a method to
replicate the South Creek Study (2015) flows. It is expected that the local TUFLOW model will
be more detailed than the regional RMA-2 model, and as such, there is likely to be some
differences between the results. It is recommended that the report include a spatial plot
showing the extent of the model to which each land use type has been assigned.
A7) A basic two node rafts model was developed to produce inflow hydrographs for the TUFLOW
model. While the peak flow from the RAFTS hydrology is reported to be similar to the RMA-2
model flows, closer review indicates that the RAFTS model is under predicting flows through the
site for the 5%, 1% and 0.5% AEP events and over-predicting flows for the PMF event.
A comparison of the inflows that have been adopted for the TUFLOW and RMA-2 model for the
1% AEP event are shown below in Figure 1. A ‘combined’ flow hydrograph has been developed
by adding the TUFLOW inflows at Cosgroves and South Creek. Comparison of the ‘combined’
TUFLOW flow hydrograph with that extracted from RMA-2 indicates that the approach adopted
by Costin Roe will result in 1% AEP flows through the site that are up to 50 m3/s lower than
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those outlined in the South Creek Flood Study (2015). There are also shown to be differences in
the duration and timing of the events.

Figure 1 Comparison of inflow hydrographs adopted for the Costin Roe TUFLOW model and those
extracted from the RMA-2 Flood Study model (1% AEP Flood)
A similar comparison was conducted for the remaining flood events with the differences in peak
flow magnitudes shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Comparison of peak flows along South Creek at the Sydney Water Pipeline
AVERAGE EXCEEDANCE
PROBABILITY
(%)

PEAK FLOW (m3/s)
Stage 1 TUFLOW Model

RMA-2 Flood Study Model

Difference

5

677

735

- 58 (- 8%)

1

971

1,020

- 49 (- 5%)

0.5

1,088

1,145

- 57 (- 5%)

PMF

3,785

3,465

+ 320 (+ 10%)
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It is recommended that flows be taken from the RMA-2 model and applied as boundary
conditions to the TUFLOW model. This is in alignment with the requirements of the study as
developed with Council that hydrology would be based on the flows completed in the South
Creek Flood Study (2015).
A8) The report states that local tributaries have not been included as inflows in the TUFLOW model.
While these were not included in the RMA-2 model at a location that falls within the site
boundaries (they were upstream of the Western Motorway Bridge crossing), it is expected that a
more detailed local model would include these. In that regard, it is not applicable to compare the
approach adopted for a regional model to that for a local scale and site specific model.
This is especially the case for the local tributary that flows west-to-east through the centre of the
primary development site (refer Figure 2). This tributary would likely have an impact on the
development of the site and hence needs to be taken into account as part of the Stage 2
modelling using TUFLOW, or by other means. In that regard, the report does not currently
specify how the tributary will be modelled.

Boundary of primary
development site

Figure 2 Catchment of the local tributary to the east of the primary development area and the likely flow path
under existing conditions
A9) The timing of peak flows along South Creek and the local tributaries should also be considered.
This is particularly important for the tributaries that flow into the site from the east as tributary
flooding will have the potential to be impacted by the proposed development (refer Figure 2).
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A10) Simulation of the local tributaries is also considered necessary for the purpose of determining
reliable emergency response measures for the future precinct. There would be potential for
Mamre Road to be inundated from local tributary flows which may impact evacuation planning
for the Precinct.
A11) The model extents are not adequate for the PMF flood extent with depths of approximately 1m
against eastern and western boundaries of the model at two locations including the local
tributary to the east of the primary development area. Therefore, the current model extent may
not be adequate to show potential impacts of the development on PMF levels through the
industrial areas to the east of the site.
A12) The TUFLOW model utilises a grid size of 7m. This chosen grid size is considered to be
sufficiently detailed to represent the hydraulic characteristics and determine flood levels across
the model area.
A13) The report states that the following structures have not been included within the TUFLOW
model:
i)

Sydney Water supply pipeline that runs along the upstream boundary of the site; and

ii)

Luddenham Road Bridge.

The report states that these structures have not been included in order to provide consistency
with the RMA-2 model. This approach is not supported as the TUFLOW model is a detailed local
model and not a regional flood model. In saying this, we do not believe that the Luddenham
Road Bridge would have any measurable impact on flooding at the site and therefore is not
required to be input. The Sydney Water supply pipeline does however run along the upstream
site boundary and therefore would have potential to impact flood behaviour immediately
downstream and through the site. It is therefore recommended that the pipeline be incorporated
into the model at a minimum as a ‘hydraulic loss’ applied across the applicable cells.
A14) A mass balance check has been undertaken, showing the mass balance to be within +/- 1%
which is considered acceptable.
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3. REVIEW OF STAGE 1 MODEL RESULTS AND TUFLOW
VALIDATION
WorleyParsons review of Costin Roe Consulting TUFLOW results is based on model version Model
19.09.15 Mamre Road (existing conditions).
The following four flood events have been adopted by Costin Roe Consulting for the modelling of
existing flood behaviour:


5% AEP with fixed tailwater;



1% AEP with fixed tailwater;



0.2% AEP with fixed tailwater; and



PMF with fixed tailwater.

Validation of the TUFLOW model to Council’s RMA-2 model was undertaken for the 1% AEP flood.

3.1

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

3.1.1 Flood Levels
Plots showing the predicted peak levels of inundation, with level contours superimposed, are
provided within Appendix A of the Overland Flow Report (2015). WorleyParsons found the
plots easy to interpret with an appropriate legend and colour palette adopted.

3.1.2 Flood Depths
Plots showing the predicted peak depths of inundation are provided within Appendix A of the
Overland Flow Report (2015). WorleyParsons found the plots easy to interpret with an
appropriate legend and colour palette adopted.

3.1.3 Flood Velocities
Plots showing the predicted peak flow velocities for each flood event are provided within
Appendix A of the Overland Flow Report (2015). WorleyParsons found the plots easy to
interpret with an appropriate legend and colour palette adopted.

3.2

TUFLOW VALIDATION

The TUFLOW model was required by Council to show a good agreement with the results
documented within the South Creek Flood Study (Final, 2015) for existing floodplain conditions; i.e.,
the flood behaviour predicted using the RMA-2 model developed by WorleyParsons.
The Overland Flow Report (REV A, 2015) states that the TUFLOW model was validated to achieve
acceptable comparison between flood depths and flood levels for the peak 1% AEP event predicted
by the RMA-2 model. Differences between the models are presented in Table 7.1 of the Overland
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Flow Report, and are limited to five selected locations. Difference maps of depths for the 5% and
1% AEP are provided as Figure B1 and B2 of the Overland Flow Report.
The mapping shows that while differences in depths were typically less than 100mm at selected
locations, across the models differences in depths varied up to 0.5m. These differences should be
reviewed and documented for the full range of flood events (5%, 1%, 0.5% AEP and PMF events).
The Overland Flow Report compares the differences in depth between the TUFLOW model and the
RMA-2 model stating that this is a better indication in match than comparison of levels. However,
differences in depths can be caused by differing flood levels and/or differences in topography.
Therefore, the comparison of depths is less descriptive than the comparison of levels and is highly
subjective to local topographic differences.
For this reason it is recommended that the comparison of the TUFLOW and RMA-2 results be
undertaken based on a comparison of peak flood levels. This approach is consistent with a typical
validation exercise. Where differences in flood levels occur it is recommended that these be
explained within the report based on a consideration of topographic differences and/or differences in
modelling approaches.
We also note that a requirement of the study is that it be suitable for providing flood planning levels.
Therefore, the comparison of levels between the TUFLOW (local) and RMA-2 (regional model) is
critical if the levels will be taken from the TUFLOW model to inform planning decisions.

3.2.1 Comparison of TUFLOW and RMA-2 Flood Levels
WorleyParsons has prepared flood level difference maps to compare the peak flood levels
predicted by TUFLOW and RMA-2. The difference maps are presented as Figures 3 to
Figure 6 for the 5%, 1% and 0.5% AEP events and the PMF, respectively.
The difference maps indicate that both models predict flood levels that are similar in the
vicinity of the primary development site with differences that are typically less than 0.2 metres
for all design events; i.e., the TUFLOW model predicting higher levels (refer Figures 3 to 6).
The differences are greatest at the downstream boundary of the TUFLOW model where the
RMA-2 levels are generally higher for all design events by over 2 metres. This significant
difference in downstream flood levels is attributed to the tailwater conditions that are adopted
within the TUFLOW model (refer discussion on Pages 3 and 4 and points A3 and A4). Given
that the TUFLOW model predicts lower levels for some distance upstream of the boundary
condition it is WorleyParsons opinion that the downstream boundary condition should be
updated to correct the previously described issues.
With the exception of levels downstream of the site, the difference mapping has shown that
there is a reasonable correlation between the flood levels predicted using the TUFLOW model
to those documented within the South Creek Flood Study (2015).
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4. OVERALL PEER REVIEW FINDINGS
The findings from WorleyParsons peer review of Costin Roe Consulting Overland Flow Report (Rev
A, 2015) and the associated TUFLOW modelling are as follows:
B1. The TUFLOW modelling software is considered to be a suitable tool for the assessment of flood
behaviour and flood impacts (Stage 2) for the site. The 7m grid size is considered appropriate.
The following items from review of the model setup require further attention:
a)

The downstream boundary levels are inappropriate and require review and update. It is
recommended that peak flood levels from the RMA-2 flood model be adopted to ensure
consistency. These peak flood levels are provided within Table 1.

b)

The upstream boundary should be located a sufficient distance upstream to cover the
extent of predicted impacts from the proposed development. It is unclear if sensitivity
analysis has been undertaken to ensure the current set-up is satisfactory.

c)

The model extents should extend to cover the PMF flood extent.

d)

Hydrology should be based on the flows from the RMA-2 model. The basic two-node
RAFTS model is not considered satisfactory for the definition of flows and has been shown
to predict lower flows for most design events (refer Table 2).

e)

Local tributaries should be incorporated into the TUFLOW model to ensure local catchment
flooding through the site is taken into consideration in the design of the Precinct and during
post-development modelling to completed as Stage 2.

f)

The Sydney Water supply pipeline should be incorporated into the TUFLOW model given
its close proximity to the site and its potential to impact on the proposed development and
modelling of post-development conditions.

B2.

The set-up of the existing condition model appears consistent with the available topographic
data. A figure showing the spatial variation in adopted land use types should be incorporated
within the Overland Flow Report.

B3.

The TUFLOW and RMA-2 results documented in the South Creek Flood Study (Final, 2015)
should be compared based on peak flood levels and not depths. Any differences should be
presented and discussed similar to Section 3.2.1 and Figure 3 to Figure 6.

B4.

A preliminary comparison of the TUFLOW and RMA-2 results has shown that both models are
in general agreement (within 0.2 metres) across the extents of the primary development area.
Significant differences to however occur downstream of the Precinct, which, may influence
flood behaviour upstream through the Precinct for existing and post-development conditions.

The above conclusions provide several items that we recommend be addressed prior to completion
of a final model review and progression to Stage 2 of the development assessment.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Costin Roe Consulting has prepared two Overland Flow Reports for the proposed development of
the parcel of land referred to as 585 - 649 Mamre Road, Orchard Hills (Lot 2171 DP 1153854)
(“Mamre West Precinct”). The Stage 1 and Stage 2 Reports have been prepared to support the
planning application for the Precinct which involves amending the State Environmental Planning
Policy (Western Sydney Employment Area) 2009 and rezoning the land to IN1 General Industrial.
The following study requirements were identified in consultation with Council:
 Determine the 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) flood design flow generated by the
contributing external catchment. The hydrology is to be based on the hydrology documented in
the ‘Updated South Creek Flood Study’ (2015).
 Assess the pre-development overland flow path through the development site for a range of
storms including the 1% AEP event.
 Assess the post-development overland flow path through the development site for the 1% AEP
event so that any potential impacts on the development can be quantified and then mitigated.
 Confirm the flood planning level for the development and the hazard category in accordance with
the adopted policy of the consent authority.
 Confirm the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) storm event (post construction) and provide
commentary on evacuation opportunities from the Precinct during the onset of a PMF event.
The modelling necessary to achieve the requirements of the study has been undertaken in two
stages. The report titled ‘Overland Flow Report Stage 1, Proposed Development: Mamre West
Precinct Orchard Hills NSW’ (Version Rev A, 22nd September 2015), presents the details of the
modelling that was undertaken for the Stage 1 investigation. The report documents information on
the construction of the TUFLOW flood model, processes that were employed to validate the model,
results for existing floodplain conditions and a comparison of these results with baseline flood data
documented in the ‘South Creek Flood Study’ (2015) (“Flood Study”).
WorleyParsons completed an initial peer review of the Stage 1 Report (Rev A) documenting its
findings in a report titled, ‘Overland Flow Report Stage 1, Mamre West Precinct, Orchard Hills, NSW
– Peer Review’ (dated 27th October, 2015).
Following submission of this Peer Review Report, Costin Roe revised its Stage 1 Report and issued
Revision B on 12th November, 2015. Costin Roe also proceeded with Stage 2 of the investigation
which involved testing of post-development conditions (flood impact assessment) using the revised
TUFLOW model. The findings from the Stage 2 investigation are documented in a Costin Roe report
titled, ‘Overland Flow Report - Stage 2’ (Rev B, 20th November 2015).
WorleyParsons was engaged by Penrith City Council to complete a peer review of the Stage 2
Report with a view to that report covering the Flood Impact and Flood Risk Assessments that have
been completed for the proposed Mamre West Precinct development. The results of the peer review
are summarised in this report and include the following:
 review of Revision B of the Stage 1 Overland Flow Report;
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 review of the adopted modelling approach to assess flood behaviour under post-development
conditions, as documented in the Stage 2;
 review of the predicted impacts of the development on peak flood levels and peak flow velocities
with reference to the assessment criteria outlined in the SEPP (Western Sydney Employment
Area) 2009 and Penrith City Council DCP 2014, where applicable; and,
 review of the proposed emergency response measures for the Precinct.
The review also lists recommended actions for addressing concerns or perceived inadequacies in
the modelling approach, the assessment of post-development flood behaviour, and the adopted
methodology for assessing flood impacts.
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2.

STAGE 1 REPORT FINAL COMMENTS

The following comments are based on WorleyParsons’ review of the information provided within the
Stage 1 Overland Flow Report (Rev B, 2015). These comments follow on from the comments
documented in WorleyParsons’ report titled, ‘Overland Flow Report Stage 1 Peer Review’ issued on
27th October, 2015.
A1. As recommended, downstream tailwater boundary conditions for the 5%, 1%, 0.5% AEP and
PMF storms have been adjusted to reflect predicted flood levels extracted from the RMA-2 flood
model that was developed for the ‘Updated South Creek Flood Study’ (2015).
A2. As recommended, inflow hydrographs have been revised to match stage-discharge data
extracted from the RMA-2 flood model that was used for the ‘Updated South Creek Flood Study’
(2015).
A3. While some sensitivity tests have been conducted to assess the suitability of the upstream
boundary location within the TUFLOW model, these have only involved small incremental
adjustments to the location of the upstream boundary by in the order of 50 metres. Moreover,
the boundary adjustments that were tested seem to have involved moving the boundary
condition closer to the site rather than moving it further away.
The intention of our request was for Costin Roe to locate the upstream boundary condition a
sufficient distance upstream from the site to establish that the stage-discharge relationship does
not locally influence peak flood levels in the vicinity of the site. We consider it to be standard
practice to locate boundaries a substantial distance away from areas of interest as it is not
uncommon for flows to be influenced by the assumptions adopted at a boundary. For this
specific site, we do not believe that 400 metres represents a suitable distance given the
floodplain at the site is over 1,000 and 1,300 metres wide at the peaks of the 1% AEP flood and
the PMF, respectively.
We believe that further sensitivity testing should be completed adopting an upstream boundary
that is located at least two times the width of the floodplain extent upstream of the site; i.e., at
least 2.5 km upstream from the site. If this sensitivity analysis shows no difference to flow
behaviour through the site then we would be prepared to accept the existing location of the
upstream boundary as appropriate.
A4. As recommended, Costin Roe has included a figure showing the spatial distribution of adopted
land use types.
A5. As recommended, the Sydney Water pipeline has been included as a hydraulic constraint in the
revised model.
A6. The figures within Appendix B should be updated to include a figure title to indicate which
events are being compared. References to “flood depths” in the legend notes should also be
removed as comparisons are based on flood levels.
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A7. Although Costin Roe has included a figure within Appendix D showing a “DTM Comparison”, the
plot is difficult to understand as it does not include an appropriate legend or figure title. In that
regard, it is unclear whether negative differences indicate that topographic elevations are lower
within the Costin Roe model or lower within the Updated South Creek Flood Study model; i.e.
which colour corresponds to which DTM being higher or lower.
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3.

STAGE 2 REPORT COMMENTS

The results documented in the Overland Flow Report Stage 2 (Rev B, 2015) are based on modelling
completed using the two dimensional (2D) finite difference modelling package TUFLOW.
The following comments are based on WorleyParsons’ review of the information provided within the
Overland Flow Report Stage 2 (Rev B, 2015). Further consideration is given to the digital data that
was provided directly to WorleyParsons by Costin Roe including the TUFLOW modelling results
(levels) for post-development Scenario’s C and D.
WorleyParsons’ comments on the Stage 2 investigations are summarised in the following sections.

3.1

MODELLING APPROACH

Comments on the modelling approach and set-up of the TUFLOW model are as follows.
B1. WorleyParsons accepts that TUFLOW is a suitable tool for the simulation of pre and postdevelopment flood conditions at the Precinct.
B2. It is stated in Section 5.3 that, “Filling of the site has been represented as an inactive flow area
in the TUFLOW model”. Broadly, this is considered an appropriate approach, however, the way
in which “inactive flow areas” have been represented in the TUFLOW model needs to be
document in the report; that is, further explanation is required.
B3. As discussed in Section 2 bullet point A3, the location of the upstream boundary adopted within
the TUFLOW model is still of concern. The upstream boundary is not considered to be located
a sufficient distance upstream of the Precinct boundary to ensure that flood characteristics at
the site are reliably represented.
This concern is further supported by our review of Figures 5.2, 5.4, 5.6 and 5.8 which all show
flood level increases that extend upstream of the site and very close to the upstream boundary
of the TUFLOW model. In these cases it is possible that the upstream boundary may be
influencing the impacts by preventing them to propagate naturally upstream. Additional
sensitivity analysis is required to confirm whether the upstream boundary is appropriate.
B4. The TUFLOW modelling does not take into consideration any local catchment flows that would
be conveyed through the site from catchments east of Mamre Road and the Precinct. Exclusion
of these flows from the investigation means that the Stage 2 Report only addresses the
potential impacts of the proposed development on mainstream flooding along South Creek.
Although this may meet the objectives of the report, local catchment flooding will need to be
investigated prior to consent being granted for bulk earthworks on the site.
It should be recognised that local flows are likely to have implications for defining the potential
extent of fill that can be accommodated across the site, particularly at the north-eastern corner
of the Mandalong Precinct.
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3.2

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

With respect to the presentation of model results and general figures we have the made the
following comments.
C1. Plots showing the predicted peak levels of inundation for each development scenario and flood
event, with level contours superimposed, are provided in the report. WorleyParsons found the
plots easy to interpret with an appropriate legend and colour palette adopted.
C2. Plots showing the predicted peak depths of inundation for each development scenario and flood
event are provided in the report appendices. WorleyParsons found the plots easy to interpret
with an appropriate legend and colour palette adopted.
C3. Plots showing the predicted peak flow velocities for each development scenario and flood event
are provided in the report appendices. WorleyParsons found the plots easy to interpret with an
appropriate legend and colour palette adopted.
C4. WorleyParsons does not support the adopted methodology for comparing pre and postdevelopment velocities. In that regard, the Stage 2 Report only provides a comparison of
velocities at 22 points that fall predominantly within the boundaries of the Precinct. Only
Points 21 and 22 fall outside of the Precinct boundary and both are situated a short distance
downstream from the northern boundary of the Precinct. There are no comparison points
provided within or to the west of South Creek.
We believe that the adopted approach for comparing velocities can be misleading and does not
show a complete picture of the potential impacts. In that regard, velocity differences should be
presented as difference maps similar to the approach adopted for comparing pre and postdevelopment flood levels. Velocity changes (both increases and reductions) should be shown
at a minimum interval scale of +/- 0.05 m/s.
C5. WorleyParsons does not support the adopted methodology for comparing the pre and postdevelopment distribution of flows. In that regard, the Stage 2 Report only provides a flow
comparison at 22 points that fall predominantly within the boundaries of the Precinct.
Furthermore, the report only provides a comparison of flow for a 1 metre flow width which does
not illustrate the changes in flow across the floodplain.
The distribution of flows throughout the floodplain should be assessed for pre and postdevelopment conditions across several cross-sections along the length of the Precinct. Each
cross-section should be split-up to represent flows across the western floodplain, within the
South Creek channel and within the Precinct (i.e., the eastern floodplain). This methodology will
ensure there is a clear indication of any changes to flow patterns across the floodplain.
C6. WorleyParsons recommends that the flood level difference mapping be presented at an interval
of +/- 0.01 metres. This would allow the complete extent of impacts to be reviewed and would
ensure that the mapping is consistent with accepted industry practice for flood impact
assessment. The range of differences should also include reductions in flood levels and
differences greater than 0.10 metres.
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C7. The use of the terminology “high hydraulic zone” throughout the report is not consistent with the
standard terminology used within Council’s DCP or the ‘Updated South Creek Flood Study’
(2015). Based on our review of the report text and the proposed development extents we
understand that the term “high hydraulic zone” has been used to describe the ‘floodway
corridor’. This would explain the alignment of the tested fill platforms which all appear to follow
the ‘floodway corridor’ as defined within the ‘Updated South Creek Flood Study’ (2015).
It is recommended that if this is the case, that all references to “high hydraulic zone” in the
report be changed to ‘floodway corridor’. This would help to keep the terminology consistent
between reports and would minimise the potential for confusion between hydraulic categories
and the categorisation of flood hazards.

3.3

IMPACTS ASSESSMENT

Section 6 of the Overland Flow Report Stage 2 (Rev B, 2015) discusses the predicted impacts for
Post-Development Scenario C (for the Site only) and Scenario D (for the Site and future Mandalong
Industrial Precinct) relative to the requirements of Penrith City Council’s DCP (2014). In particular,
Section 6 addresses each of the flood related requirements that are outlined in
Chapter C3 Section 3.5 of the DCP (2014). These requirements are:
 Flood levels are not increased by more than 0.1 metres by the proposed filling
(refer discussion under bullet point D1)
 Downstream velocities are not increased by more than 10% by the proposed filling
(refer discussion under bullet point D2)
 Proposed filling does not redistribute flows by more than 15%
(refer discussion under bullet point D3)
 The potential for cumulative effects of possible filling proposals in that area is minimal
(refer discussion under bullet point D4)
 The development potential of surrounding properties is not adversely affected by the filling
proposal (refer discussion under bullet point D5)
 The flood liability of buildings on surrounding properties is not increased
(refer discussion under bullet point D6)
 No local drainage flow/runoff are created by the filling (refer discussion under bullet point D7);
 The filling does not occur within high hydraulic hazard areas
(refer discussion under bullet point D8)
 The filling does not occur within the drip line of existing trees
(refer discussion under bullet point D9)
Comments on each of the above DCP requirements relative to Development Scenarios C and D are
provided in the following bullet points.
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D1. We agree with Costin Roe’s assessment that proposed Scenarios C and D do not cause flood
level increases that are greater than 0.10 metres within or outside of the site at the peak of the
1% AEP flood. In that regard, we agree that both scenarios satisfy this DCP requirement.
Notwithstanding, we believe that the figures should be updated to show impacts at
+/- 0.01 metre increments. As discussed under bullet point C6, this level of accuracy is
applicable when presenting relative differences in flood levels. This will confirm the extent of
predicted impacts and help to determine whether the proposed fill could cause any increases in
levels across properties on the western floodplain of South Creek.
D2. We do not believe that there is sufficient information in the report to conclude that proposed
Scenarios C and D would not increase peak 1% AEP flow velocities by more than 10%.
Although the report does present velocity comparisons in Appendix E, these are only for 22
points that are located almost entirely within the development site. Furthermore, it is unclear
whether these points reflect locations where the impacts on velocities are greatest.
In order to show that this requirement is met, we believe that difference mapping for peak flow
velocities should be provided by adopting a similar approach to presentation of impacts of the
development scenarios on peak flood levels. This approach would allow the extent and
magnitude of impacts to be easily interpreted, and would identify those locations where the
impacts are greatest. Where the impacts are high, the percentage increase in velocity should
be calculated and sufficient commentary should be provided to justify why it may be an
acceptable increase.
As discussed under bullet point C4, we believe that velocity differences should be presented at
minimum intervals of +/- 0.05 m/s.
D3. We do not believe that there is adequate information in the report to conclude that the proposed
fill scenarios do not redistribute flows by more than 15%. The report only provides a
comparison at select points on a flow per metre width basis. This approach fails to assess flow
distributions across the wider floodplain and does not provide any indication of whether or not
additional flows would be diverted from the site to adjoining properties either downstream or on
the other side of the floodplain.
As discussed under bullet point C5, we believe that the distribution of flows should be assessed
for pre and post-development conditions across several cross-sections located along the length
of the Precinct. Each cross-section should be split-up to represent flows across the western
floodplain, within South Creek and within the Precinct (i.e., the eastern floodplain).
D4. We believe that once bullet points D2 and D3 are addressed there will be sufficient information
within the report to confirm that future filling proposals would not have the potential to generate
substantial cumulative effects. This recognises that the proposed development scenarios
appear likely to generate impacts that are contained largely within the Precinct in accordance
with the requirements of Council’s DCP (2014). As future development proposals would also
have to comply with the DCP we do not believe that there will be any substantial potential for
cumulative impacts to occur.
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D5. The report states for both Development Scenario C and D that “appropriate flood storage is
available within the remaining floodplain and no additional flood storage is proposed” (Page 19
and 20). We generally agree with this statement on the basis that the site does not contain any
significant areas of flood storage that are critical to maintaining existing flood behaviour. This is
further supported by the extent of the floodway corridor which occupies a substantial width of
the floodplain through the site.
We note that there may be potential for additional flood storage if excavation were investigated
across parts of the north-western corner of the Precinct; i.e., across some of the western most
properties along Mandalong Close. Our analysis of the existing topography indicates that the
western-most properties along Mandalong Close are up to 2 metres above the floodplain on the
western side of South Creek. Excavation may therefore be possible to add storage and improve
flow conveyance along South Creek. This could potentially result in more land being available
for development within the Precinct.
D6. We generally agree with Costin Roe that the proposed development Scenarios C and D would
not have the potential to adversely affect the development potential of properties on surrounding
lands. We would be comfortable making this conclusion once our recommendations under
bullet points D2 and D3 are addressed; i.e., once we could review the predicted impacts of each
development scenario on peak flow velocities and flow distributions.
Costin Roe provides comment on the potential impacts of the fill scenarios on several of the
existing properties along Mandalong Close. It is our understanding that these residential
properties would no longer exist once the Industrial Precinct is completed, and if so, any
impacts on these properties would no longer be applicable.
If the residential properties are to remain then floor level data should be obtained to confirm the
flood affectation of the dwellings under existing conditions and post-development conditions.
D7. We do not believe there is sufficient information in the report to confirm that the proposed
development scenarios would not cause any local drainage flow/runoff problems. As discussed
under bullet point B4, the TUFLOW modelling has not taken into consideration any flows from
the catchment to the east of the Precinct and Mamre Road and as such the proposed fill
scenarios do not account for any potential impacts on these flows.
We do however believe that modelling of these watercourses could be completed during a later
stage such as detailed design of the proposed earthworks. Based on this, we do not see any
reason why the development could not be designed to ensure there are no impacts on local
drainage flow/runoff.
D8. We agree that the proposed fill scenarios are not proposed within any “high hydraulic areas”.
That is, within the floodway corridor. Figure 1 on the following page shows the development
extent proposed under Scenario D relative to the hydraulic category mapping exported from the
‘Updated South Creek Flood Study’ (2015).
As shown in Figure 2 (overleaf) there are several locations where filling is proposed within
areas subject to ‘high’ or ‘very high’ hazards during the 1% AEP flood as defined within the
Updated South Creek Flood Study (2015). These areas are largely depth dominated and
therefore we would not expect the proposed fill to cause any significant impacts.
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fill scenario D
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Figure 1 Extent of post-development Scenario D relative to hydraulic categories for the 1% AEP flood

Figure 2 Extent of post-development Scenario D relative to provisional flood hazards for the 1% AEP flood
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D9. We do not have any concerns that the proposed fill will occur within the drip lines of existing
trees.

3.4

FLOOD SAFETY AND EVACUATION

Section 6.5 of the Overland Flow Report Stage 2 (Rev B, 2015) provides commentary on the
evacuation requirements for the Precinct.
We do not believe that this section adequately addresses the flood safety and evacuation
requirements for the Precinct for the following reasons:
E1. There is insufficient information regarding the proposed evacuation route once Mamre Road is
reached. In that regard, although Mamre Road is flood free to the south of the Precinct, the
connecting road (Elizabeth Drive) is overtopped at several key locations which may impact the
potential for evacuees to reach an emergency refuge centre. This issue is not identified in the
Stage 2 Report.
E2. There is no information provided regarding the likely number of temporary or permanent
occupants on the site under developed conditions. This information is critical to determining
whether there will be sufficient capacity along Mamre Road for additional vehicles and to
determining the likely timeframe required to prepare and evacuate the Precinct.
E3. The report states that “the main flood peak in South Creek will occur 20-24 hours after the flood
producing storm”. This statement is misleading as it implies there will be 20-24 hours of effective
warning time available. This would be the case if flood warnings were issued at the start of
rainfall in the upper catchment. This does not happen. It is not practical given it would more
than likely lead to false alarms for evacuation if the rainfall event was not of a significant intensity
or duration.
Given there are no rainfall gauges in the upper catchment of South Creek it is likely that the ‘real’
warning time would be significantly less for the Precinct. Modelling completed as part of the
Updated South Creek Flood Study (2015) indicates that peak flood levels at the site would be
expected to occur within approximately 4 hours of the peak rainfall intensity in the upstream
catchment. This is considered to be a more representative indication of the catchment response
time upstream of the Precinct.
E4. There is no information provided regarding likely evacuation triggers that could be used to
effectively manage and plan evacuation of the Precinct. These need to be considered in
recognition of the absence of any telemetered rainfall and streamflow gauges in the upper
catchment.
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4.

OVERALL PEER REVIEW FINDINGS

This report summarises the findings of WorleyParsons’ peer review of the Overland Flow Report
Stage 1 (Rev B, 2015) and the Overland Flow Report Stage 2 (Rev B, 2015) prepared by Costin Roe
Consulting. There are a number of items arising from the peer review that require attention. These
are documented in detail within this report. The key items are highlighted in the following.

4.1

UPDATED STAGE 1 REPORT

The Overland Flow Report Stage 1 (Rev B, 2015) has been updated following submission of
WorleyParsons’ Stage 1 peer review dated 27th October 2015. Revision B of the report incorporates
many of our initial comments and has generally been updated to WorleyParsons’ satisfaction.
Several items however, still require attention or additional detail. As discussed in Section 2, these
include:
F1. It is recommended that further sensitivity analysis be undertaken adopting an upstream
boundary that is located at least 2.5 km upstream of the site; i.e., at least twice the maximum
width of the floodplain through the Precinct. If the sensitivity analysis shows no change to flow
behaviour (both increases and decreases in levels and velocities) through the Precinct then we
would be prepared to accept the existing location of the upstream boundary.
F2. The figures within Appendix B should be updated to include a figure title to indicate which
events are being compared. References to “flood depths” in the legend notes should also be
removed as comparisons are based on flood levels.
F3. The “DTM Comparison” included in Appendix D should be updated to include an appropriate
legend and label that show how the DTMs are being compared (i.e. which colour corresponds to
which DTM being higher).

4.2

STAGE 2 REPORT

The peer review of the Overland Flow Report Stage 2 (Rev B, 2015) identified the following items
that require additional attention.
F4. The way that “inactive flow areas” have been represented in TUFLOW should be explained.
F5. The TUFLOW model does not take into consideration local catchment flows that would be
conveyed through the site from catchments east of the Precinct and Mamre Road. Exclusion of
these flows means the Stage 2 Report is concerned with mainstream flooding along South
Creek only. The report should therefore acknowledge this and confirm that local catchment
flows will be investigated during subsequent reporting once the site is rezoned.
F6. The predicted impacts on peak flow velocities should be presented as a difference map similar
to the approach adopted for flood levels. We recommend that velocity changes (both increases
and reductions) be presented at a minimum interval of +/- 0.05 m/s.
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G1. The adopted approach for comparing pre and post-development flow distributions on a per
metre basis at selected points is not supported. We recommend the analysis be updated to
capture flow distributions across the entire floodplain across several cross-sections spaced
throughout the Precinct. The analysis should consider changes in the distribution of flows
across the western and eastern floodplains and within the South Creek channel.
G2. Flood level differences should be presented at an interval scale of +/- 0.01 metres. This would
ensure the complete extents of impacts are shown.
G3. The use of the terminology “high hydraulic zone” should be changed to ‘floodway corridor’. This
is recommended to ensure consistency with Council’s DCP (2014) and the Updated South
Creek Flood Study (2015).
G4. Velocity difference mapping needs to be prepared for the 1% AEP flood to show that the
proposed development scenarios will not generate off-site velocity increases greater than 10%.
G5. The analysis of flow distributions under existing and post-development conditions needs to be
updated in order to conclude that the development would not redistribute flows by more than
15%.
G6. The ‘Flood Safety and Evacuation’ section of the report is considered to be insufficient. Further
information is required to describe the following:
(i)

The proposed evacuation route beyond Mamre Road to emergency refuge centres.

(ii) Estimates of the future permanent and temporary occupancy of the Precinct. This
information is required to evaluate whether sufficient capacity is available along the
proposed evacuation route and to determine the time required to prepare and evacuate the
site.
(iii) The available flood warning times need to be adequately assessed and related to potential
evacuation triggers.
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